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Why do we need 
to publish an 
article?

How to publish a paper in international journal

❑ To disseminate our work to our community
❑ To validate our findings
❑ To gain prestige and recognition from our

peers
❑ To show our research performance to our 

funding bodies

Why should we 
publish in journals?

➢ Journals are currently the main vehicle for 
scholarly communications

➢ Journals ensure peer review and quality control
➢ Journals are on of the main evaluation measures

for funding bodies
➢ Journals represent a fast way to communicate our 

findings

WHY?



Peer-Reviewed 
Publications

CHAPTER 1
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Peer-Reviewed Publication

A publication refers to information resources.

Classification of information resources:

• Newspapers and magazines containing news - Articles are written by 
reporters who may or may not be experts in the field of the article. 
Consequently, articles may contain incorrect information.

• Journals containing articles written by academics and/or professionals —
Although the articles are written by “experts,” any particular “expert” may 
have some ideas that are really “out there!”

• Peer-reviewed (refereed or scholarly) journals - Articles are written by 
experts and are reviewed by several other experts in the field before the 
article is published in the journal in order to ensure the article’s quality. 
• The article is more likely to be scientifically valid, reach reasonable conclusions, etc.
• In most cases the reviewers do not know who the author of the article is, so that the 

article succeeds or fails on its own merit, not the reputation of the expert.

https://www.angelo.edu/library/handouts/peerrev.php
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Peer-Reviewed Publication

M A Mabe The number and growth of journals Serials 16(2).191-7, 2003
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Peer-Reviewed Journals



International Publishers
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https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2507&area=2500&type=j

Journal Rank
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Journal Quality

An impact factor is one way of measuring the relative ranking of a journal 
within a particular field. Ranked lists of journals can be used to:

• Identify prestigious and influential journals in a particular discipline

• Identify highly ranked journals in which to publish

• Help determine the allocation of research funding

Check the following when choosing a journal to publish your research in:

• Is the journal indexed in discipline-focused databases or citation 
databases like Web of Science or Scopus?

• Is the journal included in the ERA 2018 submitted journal list?

• Is the journal peer-reviewed? Check using Ulrichsweb.

• Use key journal metrics and ranking lists to determine journal quality.

https://www.angelo.edu/library/handouts/peerrev.php

https://www.arc.gov.au/excellence-research-australia/era-2018-journal-list
https://rmit.primo.exlibrisgroup.com/permalink/61RMIT_INST/1b6r78u/alma9921565710201341


What is the Impact Factor (IF)



The impact factor: The average annual 
numbers of citations per article published

• For example, the 2008 impact factor for a journal is 
calculated as follows:

• A = the number of times articles published in 
2006 and 2007 were cited in indexed journals 
during 2008

• B = the number of "citable items" (usually articles, 
reviews, proceedings or notes; not editorials and 
letters-to-the-Editor) published in 2006 and 2007 

• 2008 impact factor = A/B

• e.g.     600 citations = 2 

150 + 150 articles

What is the Impact Factor (IF)

The impact factor is an indicator of 
competitiveness

As journals receive more manuscripts 
they have more where to choose and 
therefore, more possibilities of publishing 
better papers. These papers will get cited 
will be well received by the community, 
improving their Journal Impact Factor
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Why publish in international or impact journals?

You will gain a wider audience of readers and hence, 
your contribution will get more visibility

You will develop a 
successful research careerMost of the research 

policy guidelines and 
research evaluation 

exercises consider impact 
journals as key factor



Why publish in international or impact journals?

You will improve your university’s status/rank



Scientific Paper

CHAPTER 2
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What is Scientific Paper?

A paper/working paper/research paper/scientific paper

• A written article where it is presented an investigation of a scientific experience 
to the community

• As critical argument:
❖Statement of problem; posing a question
❖Presentation of evidence
❖Assessment of the evidence validity (strengths/weaknesses/other evidence)
❖Conclusions

Main purpose:

• To communicate and share results of investigations, ideas and debates in a clear, 
concise and accurate manner

• Contribute something new to the field of research



What is a good Scientific paper?

• Novelty
Showing something new or
different, narrow topics

• Communication/Easy to 
understand

Each paragraph must be easy to 
understand

• Focus
• Consistent to the topics

• Concise and Clear
• Not too long and simple

• Do not make science “secret”

• Do not use complicated words 
to look “serious”

• Editors hate abbreviations

If you can’t explain 

something simply, you don’t 

understand it well.

Albert Einstein



What is a good Scientific paper?

Do Don’t

Is focused on a specific questions(s) Covers a broad spectrum of disease or 
methodologic questions

Abstract, tables, and figures are 
understandable without reading whole 
paper

Abstract, tables, and figures are 
understandable only with reading 
whole paper

A term defined in the methods section 
is used again and again (a rose, a rose, 
a rose)

Various synonyms  for a term are used 
to prevent reader boredom (a rose, a 
flower with a thorny stem, a fragrant 
flower)

Writing is concise Writing is flowery

Must clear

Less is more

Use a term consistently, don’t 
confuse the readers

The shorter => better

Is it one or more papers?
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Type of Scientific Paper
The type of manuscript is depend on each journal

General type of manuscript:

• Articles/Original research => Comprehensive reports of significant 
results and conclusions

• Communication/Short reports/Letters/Note => short articles that 
present groundbreaking preliminary results or significant findings that 
are part of a larger study over multiple years

• Review => a comprehensive analysis of the extant literature within a 
field of study, identifying current gaps or problems

• Perspectives => typically invited by the editors and treat a topic of 
particular current interest

• Editorial => typically written by the Editor-in-Chief
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Manuscript Structures
The common manuscript structure:

• Title => Comprehensive reports of significant results and conclusions

• Abstract => short articles that present groundbreaking preliminary 
results or significant findings that are part of a larger study over
multiple years

• Introduction => a comprehensive analysis of the extant literature 
within a field of study, identifying current gaps or problems

• Materials and Methods => typically invited by the editors and treat a 
topic of particular current interest

• Results and Discussion => typically written by the Editor-in-Chief

• Conclusion => typically written by the Editor-in-Chief

• Reference => typically written by the Editor-in-Chief
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Manuscript Structures - IMRaD

The questions

• What question was studied?/What 
did you do?

• How was the problem studied?/How 
did you do it?

• What, where is the results?/What did 
you find?

• What do the findings?/What does it 
mean?

Manuscript components

Introduction

Methods

Results

and

Discussion



Writing Process

CHAPTER 3
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Before Writing A Paper

The questions to ask 
yourself first…

Is the paper worth writing?

• What’s in the literature?

• “So What?”

• It’s a lot of work (average 20-30 drafts). Don’t do 
it unless its worth it.

What do I have to say?

➢A single question clearly stated with adequate 
evidence for the answer. 

➢Try stating the question and its answer in one 
simple sentence.
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Before Writing A Paper – Preparatory questions

a. What is the right format for the message (original 
article/review?)

b. What is the right audience—who cares?

c. What journal should I choose?

• Is topic of my paper within its 
scope and format? 

• Would it match my audience?

• Ask mentor or other senior 
researchers: 
appropriateness

• Impact Factor

• Consequences of wrong decision: 
time lost; failure to publish
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What editors look for in a manuscript?

• Quality
✓Good science: well planned, well executed study

✓Good presentation

• Significance and originality

• Consistent with scope of journal

• Demonstrated broad interest to readership

• Will it cite?

• Well written “story”

• Author enthusiasm
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Writing manuscript – Key points

• Strong introduction
✓Engage the readers
✓Set the scene, explain why the work is important, and state the aim of the 

study

• Clear, logically organized, complete methods
✓Provide enough information to allow assessment of results (could someone 

else repeat the study?)

• Results
✓Be clear and concise
✓Avoid repetition between text, tables, and fiures

• Relevant Discussion
✓Start strongly – were aims achieved?
✓Discuss significance and implications of results
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Manuscript Writing Process

Step-by-step

Literature study

Outlining

Writing => structures

Proof read

Internal Review

Submit

Scientific Paper structure

• Tittle

• Abstract

• Introduction

• Materials and Method

• Results and Discussion

• Conclusion

• Acknowledgement

• References
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The process of Paper Writing

• Create an outline first

• Plan on multiple drafts:
• Filename with dates

• One filename written over with new draft

• Tables/figures early: prompt more analysis

• Deadlines for you and coauthors
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Literature Search

• What has been done and what can you say 
that’s new?

• Be thorough in your search:---a high 
sensitivity/low specificity search.
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Title Page

❖Do it early – Title
❖Authors and their orders
❖Source of support

➢Establishes responsibilities in paper writing
➢Avoids hurt feelings
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Title Page – Article Title

❖It should be concise, accurate, and informative
❖Titles are often used by Google search engines
❖Title should be specific and it should contain words that readers 

might be searching for
❖Impact of paper title: strong and attractive
❖The title will make it more likely people will find and want to read

your article
❖The title must reflect the content of your article. (If not, readers 

will be confused and disappointed)
❖The title must also be comprehensible to general reader outside 

your field
❖The title should not bear any abbreviations
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Title Page – Article Title
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The Authorship of A Paper

❖Principles of the order of listing authorship: it is in order of significant 
contribution to the paper

❖Traditionally, the first author contributes most and also receives most of 
the credit

❖The position of subsequent authors is usually decided by contribution, 
alphabetical order, or reverse seniority.

❖The Corresponding Author is the person who handles the manuscript 
and correspondence during the publication process, including 
approving the article proofs.

❖Restrain from including too many authors

❖Contributing to a paper is not the same as authoring a paper
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Abstract

❖Your abstract is what readers/reviewers/editors will
use when they are deciding to read through your 
article or not

❖Spend some times to make sure it is readable and it 
contains a complete description of your research

❖Contain selling points of your works

❖Structured absract
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Introduction

•Draw audience in; be provocative

• Target journal specific audience

• Identify gaps in knowledge

• End with question/hypothesis

Knee Pain, Why?
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Methods

➢Should include subheadings

➢Write clearly enough to be understood by 
nontechnical reader and be replicated

➢Past tense
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Results

•Organize around tables/figures
•Present tabular results 

selectively in text
•Past tense
•No interpretation; just the 

facts!
•Tables should stand on their 

own
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Discussion

• 1st paragraph: answer question/hypothesis

• Remainder:
• Evidence pro and con: literature review

• Strengths/limitations of your study

• Implications of findings (be conservative)

• Other findings of your study

• Last Paragraph: conclusion
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Conclusion

• Research contribution and/or implications for 
research

• Implications for practice

• Research limitations

• Future research directions
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The role of citations/references

• Support the authors’ arguments

• Demonstrate to the reviewers that you are 
knowledgeable of the field of study

• Refute, compare or validate the work of 
authors

• Pay tribute and acknowledge the 
contributions of their peers



Be careful with your English

• Journals hate badly written manuscripts

• Check the terminology you use

• If you are hiring a translator => choose someone
specialized in your field of endeavor

• If you have written the text

• Have a native English-speaker to check it



Submission and
Review Process

CHAPTER 4
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Before submit a manuscript
❖Internal review

➢Ask your peers to read it to get an alternative perspectives
➢Ask someone outside your field to read it
➢Read your final manuscript 2-3 times

❖Read the notice to authors/author guidelines
➢Follow format and submission instructions

❖Write a cover letter to the editors
➢Should clearly explain (but not overstate) the scientific advance

❖Submit with the consent of all authors and to only one journal
❖Remember:

▪ There are lots of opportunities for rejection!!!
▪ Your paper is competing with many others for the attention of editors and 

readers
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Before submit a manuscript – Author Guidelines
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Before submit a manuscript – Author Guidelines



The Peer Review Process

Submits 
(revised) 

manuscript

Assigned to 
editor

Editorial 
assesment

Editorial 
decision:

Desk reject or 
send to 
referees

External peer 
review

Editor asseses
review reports

Final decision 
communicated 
to author and 

reviewers

Note:
- A final decision may be made after one round of review
- Most manuscripts go through at least one round of revision before publication
- Revision does not guarantee acceptance

https://www.elsevier.com/reviewers/what-is-peer-review



General Submission 
Process

http://www.edanzediting.com/blog/manuscript_submission_process_visualized#.Umg2TPk_vzM



The Peer Review Process



The Peer Review Process
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The Refereeing Process

❖Referees are crucial to quality control – play vital role in the scientific 
process

❖Selection criteria
➢Knowledge of the filed, expertise, reputation
➢Specific recommendations
➢Editor’s experience of referee’s style
➢Reliability

❖Referee Selection: two or three referees
➢Referees hand-picked for each paper
➢Use citation references, keyword searches, related papers
➢ISI Web of Science, Web (Google Scholar), Journal/publisher databases
➢Editorial Board member recommendations
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The Refereeing Process – Find Referees



Decision of manuscript submission

❑ “The reviewer is always right.”
(whether they are or not!)

❑ Don’t respond quickly. Digest 
reviews.

❑ Revision:
➢ Major revisions
➢ Minor revisions



If your paper was rejected…….

➢ Was it sent out for review?  If 
not, consider changing type of 
journal

➢ If reviews don’t suggest changes, 
send it out quickly to another 
journal

➢ The 3 journal rule.
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Referees’ comments in the review

A good review answers the following questions and provides suggestion for 
improvement:

❖Does the introduction explain why the work was done and the hypothesis 
being tested?

❖Is the experimental/study design appropriate?

❖Are the method clearly described to enable full assessment of the results?

❖Is the analysis appropriate?

❖Are the results presented effectively?

❖Does discussion make clear the significance and wider implications of the 
work?

❖Are the conclusion supported by the presented data?
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Responding to referees’ comments

❑Read the editor’s letter first for instruction

❑Read the editor’s letter and referees’ comments 2-3 times 

❑Take a deep breath => proceed to the reports

❑Re-read reports (comments) and discuss with co-authors

❑Revise and prepare required documents
✓Revised paper 

✓Revised cover letter

✓Response document

❑Remember
✓Even comments that seems aggressive or ignorant can be helpful

✓Always view this as a chance to improve the paper
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Responding to referees’ comments

Good response to referees’ comments:
❑Well organized

➢Address common themes at start

➢Use a “quote and response” or numbering system points raised by each 
referee

❑Informative

❑Provide full explanations

❑Do not overlook or ignore any points

❑Assertive and politer
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Typical research process problems

▪ Too many focus

▪ Poor literature review

▪ Database & sampling subjects

▪Un-researchable or poor research questions

▪Not defined research problems

▪ Project management

▪Weak conclusion

▪Outdated references
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Rules for getting published

1. Read many papers, learn the good and bad ones

2. More objective about your work, it will ultimately become better

3. Good editors and reviewers will be objective about your work

4. If you do not write well in English, take lessons and actions early.

5. Learn to live with rejection

6. Start writing the manuscript when you have an idea

7. Become a reviewer early in your carrier

8. Decide the target of journal to publish

9. Quality (not quantity) is everything
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Scientific Impact

• Conversation

• Citations

• Quality

Article

• Visibility

• Competition

• Prestige

Journal
• Funding

• Tenure

• Success

Recognition
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Final Tips to publish in impact journals

1. Good and well-focused research lines

2. Good knowledge of research 
methodologies in our specialty

3. Ambition for publishing internationally

4. Patience with the research, writing and 
reviewing

5. Neatness, clarity, and conciseness when 
presenting results

6. Persistence against failure



Discussion:
Questions and
Answers



Thank you
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